MAJOR HEAT EXCHANGE FACILITY CLOSURE! – HIGH QUALITY, LATE MODEL MACHINERY

Featuring: 2016 Peddinghaus “Advantage 2” 3-Spindle CNC Drill & Saw Line; 2017 Amera-Seiki FD-1852 Bridge Type Machining Center; (2) Cert 8’ x 32’ Double Table CNC Plasma Cutting Machines; (3) Pacific Hyd. Press Brakes to 600 T. x 22’ Cap., (4) Late Model Miller Side Bean Subarc Welding Systems; (7) Radial Drills; Hydrostatic & Oil Pressure Test Systems; Dozens of Late Model Miller Mig Welders, Material Handling Equipment, (14) Late Model Forklifts, Huge Quantities of Raw Materials & New Parts Inventory, & Much, Much More

Equipment Located at

CHART INDUSTRIES
3515 DAWSON RD., TULSA, OK 74115
(See Directions on Page 11)

INSPECTIONS: Tuesday & Wednesday, July 28 & 29, 9:00 A.M. to 4:00 P.M.

THURSDAY, JULY 30
10:00 A.M.

18% BUYER’S PREMIUM WILL APPLY

LIVE ONLINE BIDDING ONLY (NO ONSITE BIDDING): YOU MUST REGISTER IN ADVANCE FOR ONLINE BIDDING AT THIS AUCTION. Go to www.pmi-auction.com and click on our calendar page for this auction sale.

In Conjunction With:

www.pplauctions.com
105 Revere Drive, Suite C
Northbrook, IL 60062
Phone: 224-927-5320
Fax: 224-927-5311
CNC BRIDGE TYPE VERTICAL MACHINING CENTER
AMERA-SEIKI MDL. FD1852 DOUBLE COLUMN, new 5/2017, Fanuc 0iMF CNC control, 2,214 machine operating hours, 59" X 197" tbl. size, 44,000-lb. tbl. load, 72.83" btwn. columns, 204.72" X, 70.86" Y, 31.5" Z-axis travels, CAT-50, 6,000 RPM, 22 kW, 32-tool ATC, thru spindle coolant system, arranged for Renishaw part probing, chip conveyor, S/N FD1817002.

STRUCTURAL SAW & DRILL LINE
INSTALLED NEW 2016 CONSISTING OF:
A) PEDDINGHAUS MDL. 1100DG STRUCTURAL SAW, 40'L. x 48"W. hyd. infeed conveyor w/ (3) pop-up cross chain conveyors, powered swivel base, adjustable feed force, S/N 67169.
B) PEDDINGHAUS MDL. PCD-1100/3C ATC “ADVANTAGE 2” 3-SPINDLE CNC BEAM DRILLING MACHINE, Siemens 840DSL CNC control, 44" x 18" max. profile dims., 2" x 3/4" min. profile dims., 25 HP, CAT-40 spindle taper, 5-station rack style tool changer for each spindle, 40'L. x 48"W. hyd. outfeed conveyor w/ (4) pop-up cross chain conveyors, S/N B1490.

THIS MACHINE HAS BEEN PROFESSIONALLY PACKED AND PREPARED FOR SHIPMENT BY PEDDINGHAUS. PLEASE CONTACT AUCTIONEER FOR MORE DETAILS.
HYDRAULIC PRESSBRAKES

PACIFIC 600 T. CAP. MDL. 600-22, 22' x 1/2" rated bending cap., 22' overall bending length, 20'-2" distance btwn. housings, Automec Mdl. CNC 150 auto gauge single axis CNC back gauge, dual operator control pedestals, S/N 3863.

PACIFIC 350 T. CAP. MDL. K350-22, rated 21' x 1/4" bending cap., 22' overall bending length, 20'4" distance btwn. housings, Automec CNC 150 single axis CNC back gauge, dual operator control pedestals, Lincoln lubrication system. S/N 6934.

PACIFIC APPROX. 300 T. CAP., 16' overall bending length, 12' distance btwn. housings, 2' R.H. horn, S/N N.A.

PLASMA CUTTING MACHINES

(2) CERT “LOBERA” DOUBLE TABLE PLASMA CUTTING MACHINES, new 2016, Hypertherm “Edgepro” CNC control, 8' x 32' x 2-1/2" mild steel cutting cap. w/(2) 8' W. x 32'L. louvered downdraft cutting tbls. per machine, single plasma cutting head w/Hypertherm HPR-260XD plasma power supply, Hypertherm ArcGlide MC shape cutting system, T90/B elevator rail axis guides, Omron safety shut off switch (also see page 7 for available ATC-36 cell dust collector).

ALLTRA MDL. PG-14-8 CNC PLASMA CUTTER, new 5/2012, Burny Phantom CNC control, 8'-4"W. x 30'L. downdraft tbl., Hypertherm Powermax 1650 plasma power supply, S/N 6085, ATC-18 cell cartridge style dust collector.

ALLTRA MDL. PG-14-8 CNC PLASMA CUTTER, new 6/2012, Burny Phantom CNC control, 8'-4"W. x 30'L. downdraft tbl., Hypertherm Powermax 1650 plasma power supply, S/N 6085, ATC-18 cell cartridge style dust collector.
PYRAMID PLATE ROLLERS
NANTONG SHENGLI HYDRAULIC SYMMETRICAL PLATE ROLLING MACHINE
MDL. W11-X, new 2010, 24” max. width, 1/4” max. thickness, 10 HP drive motor, hyd. adjustment, control pedestal, grooved lower rolls for section bending. S/N 20-10033,
CUSTOM, hyd. drive, 3-roll section roller, 24” w/hyd. roll adjustment, 10 HP, unitized hyd. system grooved lower rollers for section bending.

IRONWORKER
GEKA MDL. HYDRACROP 110, 6-1/2 x 6-1/2 x 1/2 angle shear cap., 2” round bar shear cap., 2” square bar shear cap., 24” x 5/8” flat shear, cabinet of punches and dies, dual operator stations, S/N 16119.

RADIAL ARM DRILLS
CARLTON 7’ X 22” COLUMN, spds.: 12–1,200 RPM, power head traverse, heavy fabricated drilling tbl., S/N 5A4408.
(2) CARLTON 6’ X 19” COLUMN, hyd. shift head stock, power head traverse, spds.: 15–1,500 RPM, S/N 4A4416, S/N 4A4260 out of service requires repair.
SUMMIT 6’ X 17” COLUMN, spds.: 20–1,600 RPM, heavy fabricated tbl., S/N N.A.
CARLTON 5’ X 13” COLUMN, spds.: 12–1,200 RPM, power head traverse, S/N 3A3859.
CINCINNATI BICKFORD SUPER SERVICE 4’ X 13”, spds.: 50–1,750 RPM, S/N 3NE-90.
CINCINNATI BICKFORD 4’ X 9” COLUMN, spds.: 150–1,500 RPM, S/N 1R871.
WELD ENGINEERING PORTABLE FLUX VACUUMS

MILLER WELD FUME COLLECTORS

SHAVER IND. PORTABLE RETRACTABLE WELD SCREENS

CUSTOM TWIN HEAD ROTATING SUBARC WELDING SYSTEM

CUSTOM ROTATING SUBARC WELDING SYSTEMS

INSPECTIONS: Tuesday & Wednesday, July 28 & 29, 9:00 A.M. to 4:00 P.M.

SUBARC WELDING SYSTEMS


(3) CUSTOM ROTATING SYSTEMS CONSISTING OF: 20’ side beam weld frame w/approx. 10’ ht. under weld head, adjustable rail ht., Miller Subarc interface digital unit, Lincoln TC3 variable spd. weld carriage, 2-axis slide w/approx. 36’ x 12’ travels, Miller Subarc welding head and flux hopper, custom headstock/tailstock positioner w/adjustable ht. and V-railer base on headstock and tailstock powered by Miller Subarc AC/DC 1000 power supply, 1,000 amp @ 44 v., 100% duty cycle, S/N MD140116C (2013), S/N MD140109C (2013), S/N LG370582C.

WEBB MDL. U-6 FIXED TABLE SYSTEM CONSISTING OF: 20’ side beam weld frame w/approx. 10’ ht. under weld head, power rail adj., adjustable rail ht., Lincoln NA-3N subarc controls, Lincoln weld head and flux hopper, Miller Lincoln DG-1000 welding power supply, 1,000 amp @ 44 v., 100% duty cycle, S/N U104815866.

CUSTOM FIXED TABLE SYSTEM CONSISTING OF: 20’ side beam vert. adjustment w/approx. 10’ ht. under beam, fixed welding tbl., Lincoln Mdl. TC3 variable spd. welding carriage, Lincoln NA3N Subarc welding control, Lincoln welding head and flux box, Miller 12’ x 12’ 2-axis slide, powered by Miller Summit Arc 1000 welding power supply, 1,000 amp @ 44 v., 100% duty cycle, S/N LJ350171C.

LARGE QUANTITY WELDING POWER SOURCES

MILLER SUBARC 650 DIGITAL POWER SUPPLY, 650 amps @ 44 v., 100% duty cycle, S/N N.A.

(34) MILLER DIMENSION NT450, as new as 2015, (29) w/Miller 70 Series dual wire feeder.

(4) MILLER DIMENSION 452, 450 amps @ 38 v., 100% duty cycle.

(2) MILLER DELTAWELD 451, 450 amps @ 38 v., 100% duty cycle.

(5) LINCOLN R3R-500, 500 amps @ 40 v., 60% duty cycle w/Lincoln DH10 twin wire feeders.

(2) LINCOLN IDEALARC DC600 w/Lincoln DH-10 twin wire feeders.

MILLER CP-250 MIG WELDER.

WELDING ACCESSORIES

ALLOY WELDING, MDL. JOY-P-500, 500-LB. CAP. WELDING POSITIONER, 24” round platen, power tilt and rotate, S/N 3029-0597; (6) WELD ENGINEERING PORTABLE FLUX RECOVERY SYSTEMS, Mdl. Mighty Mite Flux Back PS-2 w/portable stand, vacuum hose and collector bag; (4) MILLER WELD FUME VACUUMS, Mdl. Filtair MWXS fume extractors, S/N MB380004U, S/N MB350635U, S/N MC360497V, S/N MC01349U; (33 SETS) SHAVER INDUSTRIES 6’ TALL RETRACTABLE PORTABLE POST STYLE WELDING SCREENS w/ sand filled roller boxes; ASSORTED MILLER AND LINCOLN WIRE FEEDERS; ASSORTED POST-MOUNT RETRACTABLE WELDING SCREENS; HARPER HIGH WHEEL BOTTLE CARTS; ASSORTED WELDING WIRE; (2) EXPANDED METAL GAS BOTTLE STORAGE CABINETS; PHOENIX DRYROD TYPE 900 MDL. 9 ELECTRODE OVEN, 550 degrees; MORE.
CHART BULK GAS MIXING SYSTEM
CONSISTING OF: CHART ARGON TANK, PERMA-CYL MDL. 1500HPPSTR, 350 PSI @ 100 deg. F., S/N M5462.513467890, new 2011, CHART CARBON DIOXIDE TANK, PERMA-CYL MDL. 1000HPPSTR, 350 PSI @ 100 F., S/N M5460.513467890, new 2010, Cyl-Tel digital fill indicators; THERMOC INSTRUMENT CORPORATION GAS MIXING SYSTEM, reservoir tank, new 2011.

BULK GAS STORAGE TANKS
CHART MDL. PERMA-CYL 2000HP-FF, new 2016, 350 PSI max. MAWP @ 100 F., National Board of Standards, 2,000 gal., currently storing oxygen, Cyl-Tel digital fill indicator, S/N 284149.
CHART MDL. PERMA-CYL 1500HPPSTR, new 2010, 350 PSI @100 F., S/N M5462.513467890, Cyl-Tel digital fill indicator.
CHART MDL. PERMA-CYL 1000HPPSTR, new 2010, 350 PSI @ 100 F., S/N M5460.513467890.

OIL PRESSURE TEST SYSTEM

PRESSURE TEST SYSTEMS
OIL PRESSURE TEST SYSTEM CONSISTING OF: 1,500 gal. ground mounted welded steel tank, assorted gate valves, 75 HP skid mounted split case pump, pumping skid w/4 filter elements, valve skid w/7 gate valves and assorted check valves, H.D. braided S.S. hoses, assorted mounting flanges and butterfly valves.

HYDROSTATIC TEST SYSTEM CONSISTING OF: (2) 850 gal. welded steel hydro tanks, WEG 5 HP high pressure 11-stage pump, assorted valves and hose reel, clean-out system w/flush pump and cartridge filter unit, skid mounted for easy transport.

WIDE ARRAY OF HASKEL HIGH PRESSURE AIR OVER HYDRAULIC PUMPS, many w/2-wheel carts, gauges and hoses.

HUge ASSORTMENT OF BLIND FLANGES up to 25” dia.

WIDE ASSORTMENT OF STUD AND NUT SETS FOR BLIND FLANGES.

(6) PARTLOW MDL. MRC-5000 PRESSURE CHART RECORDERS.
BARTON TEMPERATURE CHART RECORDER.

WIDE ARRAY OF SULLIVAN PALATEK ROTARY SCREW AIR COMPRESSOR, 75 HP, Mdl. 75UDEMA, air cooled, S/N 09B047 w/SULLIVAN PALATEK REFRIGERATED AIR DRYER, new 2009, Mdl. SPRF-470A-436, S/N 33787.

INGERSOLL RAND ROTARY SCREW AIR COMPRESSOR, Mdl. SSRUP6-30-125, new 2004, 30 HP, 125 PSI, 125 CFM, 80 gal. horiz. receiver, frame mount, S/N PX0487U0221.

INGERSOLL RAND RECIPROCATING AIR COMPRESSOR, 25 HP, 80 horiz. tank.
POLARCOOL COOLER UNITS

LARGE QUANTITY PORTABLE EVAPORATIVE COOLERS

(8) POLARCOOL, 56" fan dia., stainless housing w/water systems and baffles; (2) PORT-A-COOL MDL. PAC2K482F, 48" fan dia. w/water systems and baffles; (3) PORT-A-COOL MDL. PAC1635VT, 16" fan dia. w/water systems and baffles; (70) PORT-A-COOL MDL. PAC2CYC01 2-sp. squirrel cage fan w/water systems and baffles; PORT-A-COOL MDL. PACJS2400, 24" jet streamed fan w/water system and baffles.

PORT-A-COOL COOLER UNITS

FANS AND AIR CIRCULATORS

NEW EMERGENCY EYE WASH STATIONS

MISCELLANEOUS SHOP EQUIPMENT

(6) SPERIAN PUREFLOW 1000 EYE WASH STATIONS, new in boxes; (8) KEROSENE HEATERS; APPROX. (12) 2-TIER ROLLER CARTS; (4) 5,000-LB. CAP. PALLET JACKS; (2) PORTABLE HYD. SCISSOR TBL.S., approx. 1,500-lb. cap. w/foot pump; (6) ROLLING STEP LADDERS; ASSORTED 4’, 6” AND 8’ STEP LADDERS; ASSORTED H.D. WOODEN TBL.S., FABRICATED STEEL SHELVES; H.D. I-BEAM FABRICATED STEEL HORSES; (4) 36” AIR CIRCULATOR FANS; (10) 24” H.D. PEDESTAL FANS; ASSORTED CLEVIS; HUGE ASSORTMENT OF RETRACTABLE AIR HOSE REELS, floor and wall mount; LARGE QUANTITY RUBBERMAID BRUTE TRASH CANS; LARGE QUANTITY OF BROOMS; (3) BANDING CARTS W/ASSORTED TOOLS; (2) RAPTOR PNEUMATIC POWERED HYD. PUMPS, on 2-wheeled carts; TENANT, MDL. S9 PORTABLE SWEEPER; FEDERAL PACIFIC DRY TRANSFORMER, 100 KVA, primary 480, secondary up to 690, taps 504 @115 amps, 50 hz. 3-phase output, side junction box w/(3) Canon plug receptacles, portable stand, S/N 216050.

LIVE ONLINE, THURSDAY, JULY 30 • 10:00 A.M.

INSPECTIONS: Tuesday & Wednesday, July 28 & 29, 9:00 A.M. to 4:00 P.M.

Equipment Located at
CHART INDUSTRIES
3515 DAWSON RD., TULSA, OK 74115
(See Directions on Page 11)

LIVE ONLINE BIDDING ONLY

AT BidSpoter.com
OR INDUSTRIAL BID
NEW PARTS INVENTORY

(24) NEW SIEMENS AND BALDOR AC MOTORS UP TO 40 HP MOUNTED TO FACTORY SKIDS; (2) ROUGHNECK EXPLOSION PROOF ELECTRIC AIR HEATERS, Mdl. FXS-400360-150-WT; (12) AMARILLO RIGHT ANGLE FAN DRIVES, Mdl. F110, 30 HP, 1,750 RPM input, 7–reducing ratio, 2.0 service factor, S/N 327143; PALLET OF MURPHY E CONTROLS, Mdl. VS2EX vibration switches; LARGE QUANTITY FAN BELTS; LARGE QUANTITY H.D. S.S. HEX FASTENERS, PALLET OF DODGE FLANGE MOUNT BEARINGS; Part #126194, Part #126196, Part #126193; ASSORTED NEW BLIND FLANGES; LARGE QUANTITY FASTENERS, LAG SCREWS, BOLTS NUTS AND WASHERS various grades and sizes on (9) pallets; WIDE ARRAY OF ELECTRICAL COMPONENTS INCL. CONNECTOR BLOCKS, ANGLE BOXES, RECEPTACLE CASINGS, INLET PLUGS BY MELTRIC; LARGE SELECTION OF ALUMINUM FIN SEPARATORS ON PALLETS.

NEW MOTOR INVENTORY

WEBCAST BIDDING ONLY – NO ONSITE BIDDING
CALL 713-691-4401 WITH ANY QUESTIONS.
BID ONLINE IN REAL TIME WITH

RAW MATERIAL

HUGE ASSORTMENT OF NEW STRUCTURAL STEEL INCL.: (4) W8 x 28, 25-lbs. of ft. of I-beam, x approx. 32’; (2) 8 x 6 rectangular 1/2” heavy wall tubing, 20’ sections; (17) 8 x 8 x 1/2 heavy wall tubing x 25’; (8) 8 x 4 x 1/2 heavy wall tubing x 20’; (12) 25.0 x 40’ A992 wide flange beam; (12) 28.0 x 25’ A992 wide flange beams; 25.0 x 40’ A992 wide flange beams; (5) W8 x 28 x 25’; (approx. 36) W8 x 28-lbs. 30’ A992 beams; large selection of additional assorted structural steel incl. flanges, angle, stock, flat bar, etc.; selection of new carbon steel sheet and plate, selection of stainless and carbon steel strip stock.

ASSORTED SHEET STOCK

ASSORTED RAW MATERIALS

ASSORTED STAINLESS AND CARBON STEEL STRIP STOCK

WEBCAST BIDDING ONLY – NO ONSITE BIDDING
CALL 713-691-4401 WITH ANY QUESTIONS.
BID ONLINE IN REAL TIME WITH

LUBBOCK RIGHT ANGLE FAN GEARBOXES

PILLOW BLOCKS AND VIBRATION SWITCHES

NEW MOTOR INVENTORY

CANTILEVER RACK AND MATERIALS
NEW HEAT EXCHANGER TUBES

(APPROX. 220 PIECES) WEBCO INDUSTRIES, .75 x .06, spec ASA214, 25' length; (APPROX. 182 PIECES) WEBCO INDUSTRIES, 1" x .083 70', length spec ASA179; (APPROX. 98 PIECES) WEBCO INDUSTRIES, .125 x .060, spec ASA214, 25' length; (100 PIECES) WEBCO INDUSTRIES, 1" x .083, SC214, 52' length; (APPROX. 91 PIECES) WEBCo INDUSTRIES, 1.5 x .06", 60' length, spec ASA214; (TWO BUNDLES) WEBCo INDUSTRIES, .75 x .06, grade C1010MT, spec ASA214, 19'-8" length; (ONE BUNDLE) WEBCo INDUSTRIES, .625 x .06", 8' length, grade C1010MT; (ONE BUNDLE) WEBCo INDUSTRIES, 1"-1/4 x .109, 18' length, code ASTMSA179; LARGE QUANTITY ASSORTED SIZE TUBES.

TEARDROP PALLET RACKS

PALLET RACK DECKING

ASSORTED LIFTING CHAINS AND STRAPS

DOCK LEVELLERS

MISCELLANEOUS MATERIAL HANDLING EQUIPMENT

(2) KELLY ATLANTIC LIMITED Mdl. AHS668-DC HYD. DOCK LEVELERS, 60,000-lb. cap., S/N 31633, S/N N.A.; POWER ROLLER CONVEYOR, 30'W., 40'L. on skid base w/angular idler conveyer infeed, 2-3/4" roll dia., 6" roll space; (2) 17 T. CAP. POWER MATERIAL TRANSFER CART, 36"W. x 12'L., LARGE QUANTITY OF METAL LINK LIFTING STRAPS; SINGLE AND MULTI-LEG H.D. LIFTING CHAINS from 3/8' to 3/4' link; ASSORTED CHAIN FALLS; GLOBAL FORKLIFT BARREL CARRIER w/geared turnover; WIDE ARRAY OF TEARDROP STYLE PALLET RACK AND WIRE DECKING FOR TEARDROP RACK; SINGLE SIDED H.D. 2,500-LB. PER ARM ADJUSTABLE ARM CANTILEVER RACK; DOUBLE SIDED CANTILEVER RACK S-SECTION 2,500-LB. PER ARM; LARGE QUANTITY OF WOOD CRIBBING UP TO 14 X 14" AND 20'L.; (1/2) CUBIC YARD SELF DUMPING HOPPER ON CASTERS; (1) CUBIC YARD SELF DUMPING HOPPERS ON CASTERS; (2) CUBIC YARD SELF DUMPING HOPPERS ON CASTERS; SPREADER BAR, 5 T., adjustable centers, approx. 18' length.

VACUUM SHEET LIFTER


OFFICE FURNITURE & EQUIPMENT

HUGE ASSORTMENT OF OFFICE FURNITURE INCL. 4-DOOR TALL CREDENZAS; 2-DOOR METAL CABINETS; METAL SHELVING; LOCKERS; REFRIGERATORS; CHEST FREEZER; WIDE ARRAY OF STACKING CHAIRS; 100'S OF FOLDING CHAIRS; WOOD SHELVES; DESKS; MAPLE TOP COUNTER HT. WORK BENCH; 4-DRAWER LATERAL FILES; 4-DRAWER LETTER SIZE FILES; CONFERENCE TBL.; STAND-UP DESKS.

ANVER VACUUM SHEET LIFTER

EXECUTIVE DESKS

2019
FORKLIFTS

DOOSAN 12,000-LB. BASE CAP. MDL. D55C-5, new 2014, Kubota diesel, 180” max. lift ht., 89” ht. 3-stage mast, side shift, fork positioner, dual drive pneu. tires, 60” forks, 4,320 H.O.M., S/N FD805-1880-00125.

TOYOTA 12,000-LB. BASE CAP. MDL. 8FGC55U, new 2014, LPG, 132’ max. lift ht., 90” 2-stage mast, cushion tires, 6’ forks, 5,624 H.O.M., S/N 10226.

TOYOTA 10,000-LB. BASE CAP. MDL. 8FGC45U, new 2014, LPG, 187’ max. lift ht., 87” 3-stage mast, cushion tires, 5’ forks, 2,894 H.O.M., S/N 10897.

YALE 10,000-LB. BASE CAP. MDL. GT100, dual fuel – currently set for LPG, 206’ max. lift ht., 98” 3-stage mast, side shift, 42” forks, pneu. tires, 2,226 H.O.M., S/N D870008.

TOYOTA 8,000-LB. BASE CAP. MDL. 8FGC35UBCS, new 2014, LPG, narrow turning radius “box car special”, 199’ max. lift ht., 89” 3-stage mast, side shift, cushion tires, 45’ forks, 5,704 H.O.M., S/N 10269.

TOYOTA 8,000-LB. BASE CAP. MDL. 8FGC35U, new 2015, LPG, 187” max. lift ht., 90” 3-stage mast, side shift, fork positioner, pneu. tires, S/N 10850.

TOYOTA 7,000-LB. BASE CAP. MDL. 8FGCU32, new 2014, LPG, 131” max. lift ht., 88” 2-stage mast, Cascade mast w/quad forks and extendable width, cushion tires, S/N 64323.

TOYOTA 6,000-LB. BASE CAP. MDL. 8FGCU30, new 2015, LPG, 187” max. lift ht., 83” 3-stage mast, side shift, cushion tires, 42” forks, S/N 63240.

HYSTER 5,000-LB. BASE CAP. MDL. S50FT, new 2010, LPG, 189” max. lift ht., 187” max. lift ht., 83” 3-stage mast, side shift, cushion tires, 42” forks, S/N F187Y16915H.

YALE 5,000-LB. BASE CAP. MDL. GPC50FFND0AF086, gasoline engine, 5,000-lb. cap @ 24” load center, 3-stage mast, side shift, cushion tire, S/N E11778101.

TOYOTA 5,000-LB. BASE CAP., LPG, S/N N.A.

TOYOTA 3,000-LB. BASE CAP. MDL. 8FGCU15, new 2013, LPG, 90” 2-stage space saver mast, cushion tires, 42” forks, S/N 21369.

CATERPILLAR 6,000-LB. BASE CAP. MDL. GL30K, LPG, S/N AT83C01945, (out of service).

HYSTER 5,000-LB. BASE CAP. MDL. S50F, LPG, 4,400-lb. cap.@ 24” load center, 187” max. lift, S/N E002D0332E, (out of service).

OVERHEAD BRIDGE CRANE

CRANEMASTER 5 T. X 42’ SPAN OVERHEAD BRIDGE CRANE, top running single girder, R&M underhung hoist and trolley, approx. 14’ under hook, radio controlled.

LIVE ONLINE BIDDING ONLY (NO ONSITE BIDDING): YOU MUST REGISTER IN ADVANCE FOR ONLINE BIDDING AT THIS AUCTION. Go to www.pmi-auction.com and click on our calendar page for this auction sale.
SIMON ARTICULATED BOOM LIFT

placing such articles into operation. Purchased be so equipped and safeguarded to meet OSHA and any other requirements before Articles purchased may not incorporate approved activating mechanisms, operating safety devices or safety guards, as required by OSHA or otherwise. It is Purchaser’s responsibility that articles purchased be so equipped and safeguarded to meet OSHA and any other requirements before placing such articles into operation.


SCISSOR LIFTS

(2) GENIE MDL. GS1930 SELF PROPELLED, 26’ working ht., 500-lb. platform cap. w/extendable pulpit.

MARKLIFT ARTICULATED BOOM LIFT

TRUCKS


FORD RANGER XLT PICKUP TRUCK, new 1995, auto trans., king cab, VIN 1FTCR14XXS-PA27507.

FORD RANGER XLT PICKUP TRUCK, new 1999, VIN 1FTYR149XPB43101.

FORD F-150 PICKUP TRUCK, new 1996, VIN 1FTDX1764VNA17522.

BOOM LIFTS

SIMON ARTICULATED BOOM LIFT MDL. AT30B, 39’ working ht., 33’ platform ht., 22’ horizon, outreach, 60’ x 30’ platform, 500-lb. platform cap., LP powered, 4,472 H.O.M. S/N N.A.

PARTIAL TERMS & CONDITIONS

An 18% Buyer’s Premium will apply. This auction may require a credit or debit card 100% refundable deposit. Your credit/debit card added through the BidSpotter.com or IndustrialBid.com fully secure and PCI compliant registration process will be assessed a 100% refundable $3000 (US Bidder) or a $10,000 (Foreign Bidder) deposit in order to be approved to bid online within this auction. If you are unsuccessful in the auction, your card will be refunded of your deposit within 24 hours post auction. Plant & Machinery Inc. DOES NOT take credit cards for auction invoice payments. All payments must be made by Cash, Cashier’s Check, Wire Transfer or Company Check with Bank Letter of Guarantee to Plant & Machinery, Inc. (PMI). Here is an example of what your letter should be: [Mr. “Customer Name” representing “Company Name” is a customer of this bank. This bank will guarantee] By registering, the Bidder hereby expressly authorizes PMI to charge the Credit Card if the Bidder fails to pay any invoice within forty eight (48) hours after each invoice is issued to Bidder. All bidders are required to give full name, company name, address, phone, fax, email address, and bank information when registering. All bidders must register before bidding. Purchaser agrees to indemnify and hold Auctioneer harmless from and against all claims and liabilities relating to the condition or use of the articles purchased or failure of user to follow instructions, warnings or recommendations of the manufacturer, or to comply with federal, state and local laws applicable to such articles, including OSHA requirements, or for proximate or consequential damages, costs or legal expenses arising therefrom. No claims will be allowed after removal of goods from premises. Auctioneer shall not, in any event, be liable for non-delivery or any other matter or thing, to any Purchaser of any lot other than for the return to the Purchaser of the deposit or sum paid on said lot, should the Purchaser be entitled thereto. In default of payment of bills in full within the time therein specified, the Auctioneer in addition to all other remedies allowed by law, may retain all monies received as deposit or otherwise, as liquidated damages. Lots not paid for and removed within the time allowed herein may be resold at public or private sale without further notice, and any deficiency, together with all expenses and charges of re-sale, will be charged to the defaulting Purchaser. Persons attending during exhibition, sale or removal of goods assume all risks of damage of or loss to person and property and specifically release the Auctioneer from liability therefore. Neither the Auctioneer nor his principal shall be liable by reason of defect in or condition of the premises on which the sale is held. The Auctioneer reserves the right to withdraw from sale any of the property listed or to sell at this sale property not listed, and also reserves the right to group one or more lots into one or more selling lots or to subdivide into two or more selling lots. Whenever the best interest of a Seller will be served, the Auctioneer reserves the right to sell all the property listed, in bulk. Where items are sold by estimated weight, count or measure, the Purchaser will be billed for and required to pay for the estimated weight, count or measure. If, upon delivery, any shortage exists, the Purchaser will receive a refund at the rate of purchase. If there be an excess, the Purchaser will be required to pay for such excess, at the rate of purchase. The Auctioneer reserves the right to reject any and all bids, alter the order of sale, and accept bids on behalf of the Seller. All bids are visible to the auctioneer. Auctioneer is not responsible for internet lags, delay, blackouts, or disconnects. The record of sale kept by the Auctioneer will be taken as final in the event of any dispute. The Auctioneer is acting as agent only and is not responsible for the acts of its principals. Purchaser acknowledges, as an inducement to Seller to commit Purchaser to bid, that Purchaser has independently inspected the goods bid upon by the Purchaser, and acknowledges to the Seller that Purchaser is acquiring all goods “AS IS, WITH ALL FAULTS” and WITH REMOVAL AT PURCHASER’S RISK and EXPENSE and agrees to protect, indemnify and hold harmless the Seller from any and all claims, demands, causes of actions, liabilities and judgments relating to the conditions or use of the goods. Seller, if not the same as the Auctioneer, shall have the rights, protections and benefits afforded to the Auctioneer as set forth herein. Although all information has been obtained from sources deemed reliable, the auctioneer and seller do not guarantee the accuracy of the information herein contained, or contained in our catalog. It is for this reason that buyers should avail themselves of the opportunity to make inspection prior to the auction. Although it is not likely, auction sales are subject to cancellation or postponement. Kindly contact auctioneer prior to attendance.

REGISTRATION

Bid on-line in real time at TO PARTICIPATE YOU MUST: Register to bid at BidSpotter.com or IndustrialBid.com. Use the link to BidSpotter or IndustrialBid on PMI’s website calendar. DO IT NOW.

DIRECTIONS TO EQUIPMENT LOCATION

FROM TULSA INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT: Exit airport using Airport Drive. Stay right and continue on E. Young Street which becomes E. Apache Street. Proceed approx. 1.44 miles and turn left onto N. Yale Avenue. Proceed approx. 1 mile and turn right onto E. Pine Street. Proceed approx. 1 mile and turn left onto N. Knoxville Avenue. Immediately turn left onto Dawson Road. Proceed to auction site on the left, STS Dawson Road, Tulsa, OK 74115. Watch for auction signs.

This auction may require a credit or debit card 100% refundable deposit. Your credit/debit card added through the BidSpotter.com or IndustrialBid.com fully secure and PCI compliant registration process will be assessed a 100% refundable $3000 (US Bidder) or a $10,000 (Foreign Bidder) deposit in order to be approved to bid online within this auction. DONT’ WAIT. If you are unsuccessful in the auction, your card will be refunded of your deposit within 24 hours post auction. If you need assistance, don’t hesitate to call (713) 691-4401. ALL BIDS ARE SUBJECT TO AN 18% BUYER’S PREMIUM.
PLANT & MACHINERY INC.
AUCTIONEERS • APPRAISERS • LIQUIDATORS • REAL ESTATE
P.O. Box 218568
Houston, TX 77218-8568

DATED MATERIAL – PLEASE DELIVER

MAJOR HEAT EXCHANGE FACILITY CLOSURE!
HIGH QUALITY, LATE MODEL MACHINERY

Featuring: 2016 Peddinghaus “Advantage 2” 3-Spindle CNC Drill & Saw Line; 2017 Amera-Seiki FD-1852 Bridge Type Machining Center; (2) Cort 8’ x 32’ Double Table CNC Plasma Cutting Machines; (3) Pacific Hyd. Press Brakes to 600 T. x 22’ Cap., (4) Late Model Miller Side Bean Subarc Welding Systems; (7) Radial Drills; Hydrostatic & Oil Pressure Test Systems; Dozens of Late Model Miller Mig Welders, Material Handling Equipment, (14) Late Model Forklifts, Huge Quantities of Raw Materials & New Parts Inventory, & Much, Much More

ATTENTION: PLANT MANAGER OR EQUIPMENT BUYER

PUBLIC AUCTION
THURSDAY, JULY 30 • 10:00 A.M.

AUCTION ONLINE W/SIMULCAST
TULSA, OKLAHOMA

AMERA-SEIKI CNC BRIDGE TYPE MACHINING CENTER
NEW 2017
204.72” X-AXIS
2,124 HOURS
PORT-A-COOL COOLER UNITS
NEW MOTOR INVENTORY
PACIFIC 600 T. X 22’ HYD. PRESS BRAKE
ASSORTED RAW MATERIALS

Equipment Located at
CHART INDUSTRIES
3515 DAWSON RD., TULSA, OK 74115
(See Directions on Page 11)

THURSDAY, JULY 30 • 10:00 A.M.

INSTRUCTIONS: Tuesday & Wednesday, July 28 & 29, 9:00 A.M. to 4:00 P.M.

QUICK RING BELL
PUBLIC AUCTION
THURSDAY, JULY 30 • 10:00 A.M.

ATTENTION: PLANT MANAGER OR EQUIPMENT BUYER

AUCTION ONLINE W/SIMULCAST
TULSA, OKLAHOMA

AMERA-SEIKI CNC BRIDGE TYPE MACHINING CENTER
NEW 2017
204.72” X-AXIS
2,124 HOURS
PORT-A-COOL COOLER UNITS
NEW MOTOR INVENTORY
PACIFIC 600 T. X 22’ HYD. PRESS BRAKE
ASSORTED RAW MATERIALS

Equipment Located at
CHART INDUSTRIES
3515 DAWSON RD., TULSA, OK 74115
(See Directions on Page 11)

THURSDAY, JULY 30 • 10:00 A.M.

INSTRUCTIONS: Tuesday & Wednesday, July 28 & 29, 9:00 A.M. to 4:00 P.M.